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March 2,1955.-
Dr.A.B.Sabin
The Children's Hospital Research ~oundation
Elland Ave.and Bethesda
Cinminnati 29/0hio

Dear Dr.Sabin:

Thank you very much for the two strains(MEF ,suckling mouse
brain pass.125,and ~W,cynomolgus 6829) which a~rived yesterday
in frozen state.Many thanks also for the two letters you sent me
with all the detailed instructions and informations regarding
the passage of and the cellular resistance produced by the MEFlstrain.
I plan to try both strains sent by you also on HeLa cells with

the slight hope that it might be possible to perpetuate this cel-
lular resistance for some time at least.As long as we are not
yet capable of perpetuating monkey kidney cells,any study of the
cellular resistance as such is very handicapped.However,your re-
mark that the monkey kidney cells exposed to mouse brain pass.
125 failed to multiply,suggests rather that it will not be pos-
sible to perpetuate the cellular resiSance.In addition to the
very interesting question of the multiplication of a non-cyto-
pathogenic virus in monkey kinney cells,we wanted to use these
"resistant" cells possibly as tool for the isolat'ion of virus
mutants which would readily attack these celle.Should we ever
get any interesting results with these etrains,we will immediately
write to you.

This zone phenomenon is really intriguing.I am very curious whe-
ther the stocks from p6 and p9 will also show the zone phenome-
non.Your idea of an incomplete virus is very interesting. Could'
it possibly be heat-inactivated virus? In a study of the heat-
inactivation of our rapid passage virus ,we found that it was
much less heat resistant than our original Brunfuild~ stock;your
stock proved to be also relatively heat labile (10- inactivation
after 20 min. at 43C)1n 10% serum +ES).~----------- --------------------



Once more,many thanks from Dr.Dulbecco and myself for sending
us the stocks and best regards from us both,

Sincerely yours,
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